
 

   
 

Terms and conditions for participation at 
Norway Hybrid Workshop – Spain 2021 

 
1.  Place: The event will be a hybrid event which will take place in Madrid and online at:  
 
2.  Dates: 10-11 November 2021 

 
3. Norwegian participants/suppliers: Participating Norwegian suppliers should have 

some knowledge of the Spanish market, be able to converse freely in English, and be 
able to provide promotional materials in English. Knowledge of Spanish would be a 
big value for the participant.   

 
4. Stands/tables: Meetings will take place virtually through an online platform.  

 
5. Price: EUR 130.- excl. mva per company. Max 2 persons per company. If the company 

decides to come to the physical event, there will be an extra charge of EUR 100. 
 

6. Conditions for payment: All prices are excl. VAT. Signing up for the event is binding, 
even if the participant cancels participation at a later point of time.  

7. Product/Market Manual: 
Product Manual will contain useful product information in English. The Manual will be 
made available for the buyers who may use it to get to know the Norwegian products 
and to select their appointments accordingly.  
Innovation Norway claims the right to make minor adjustments in the text to make it fit 
the format of the manual as well as general text editing.  

8. Market Manual supplies similar information about the buyers. Information on the 
buyers will be made available for the suppliers well in advance prior to the event. 

9. Appointment system: Pre-booked appointments of 15 minutes. 

10.Participation: Innovation Norway claims the right to check credit score of participating 
companies and claims the right to deny participation if the score is low.  
 
Innovation Norway may deny participation at the event if the company does not meet 
its economic obligations towards Innovation Norway.  

11.Force majeure: Circumstances outside the control of Innovation Norway, such as 
strikes, official and unofficial disruptions of work/labour disputes, fires, wars, natural 
catastrophes, deficient sub-supplies etc. entitles Innovation Norway to terminate the 
agreement without any obligation of compensation. 
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